In this brief, we propose and develop estimation, prediction, and health monitoring methodologies for nonlinear systems by modeling the damage and degradation mechanism dynamics as "slow" states that are augmented with the system "fast" states. This augmentation results in a two-time scale (TTS) nonlinear system that is utilized for the development of decoupled slow and fast health estimation and prediction modules within a health monitoring framework. Specifically, a TTS filtering approach based on ensemble Kalman filters is developed by taking advantage of the singular perturbation model reduction technique. Our proposed methodology is then applied to a gas turbine engine that is affected by degradation phenomenon due to the turbine erosion. Extensive comparative studies are conducted to validate and demonstrate the advantages and capabilities of our proposed methodology when compared to the well-known nonlinear particle filtering (PF) approach that is commonly utilized in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
S TUDY of systems having a two-time scale (TTS) separation property is crucial for the development of the next-generation health monitoring and condition-based maintenance (CBM) strategies [1] , [2] . For example, microcracks in a spinning shaft, misalignment of the machinery parts during operation, corrosion, and erosion processes in the system components, and moisture accumulation in electrical circuits composite materials, among others, can be modeled as TTS systems [1] . Therefore, the focus of this brief is on investigating the CBM problem for nonlinear systems by formulating it as a TTS system.
The main problem with nonlinear filtering methods that rely on linearization approximation of the system, as in the extended Kalman filter (EKF), is that they characterize the distribution of states by only the first and second moments (the same as in the linear case) and discard higher order moments [3] . On the other hand, in Monte Carlo-based nonlinear methods, such as particle filters (PF) and ensemble Kalman filters (EnKFs), one can derive the Fokker-Planck Manuscript partial differential equations (PDEs) for the time evolution of the probability density functions that include all the required information related to the prediction error statistics [4] . In other words, EnKF can be considered as the extension of classical Kalman filters to large-scale nonlinear systems. The EnKF works by propagating an ensemble of N members that capture the mean and covariance of the current state estimates [5] . Our main motivation for selecting the EnKF as opposed to the PFs has to do with ensuring that our proposed TTS filters have capabilities to significantly reduce the dimensionality of the resulting overall estimation scheme dynamics.
In this brief, our goal is to develop, for the first time in the literature, an EnKF estimation and prediction framework for a TTS nonlinear system known as a singularly perturbed system [6] . Singularly perturbed systems are manifested by a discontinuous dependence of the system properties on a small perturbation parameter that is commonly denoted by [7] .
The main advantage of the EnKF approach over the classical Kalman filters as well as the EKF methods is that it does not require any model linearization and can also be used to assimilate asynchronous observations. However, its main disadvantage is considered to be a possible dynamic imbalance and suboptimality [8] . The main reason for using EnKF in data assimilation applications is due to the ease of its implementation and its low computational cost and storage requirements [9] .
In another group of methods, namely, Kalman squareroot filters, the analysis for the a posteriori state update is performed only once to obtain both the a posteriori state estimation mean and the error covariance matrix. Subsequently, the a posteriori ensemble perturbations (to the mean of the analysis) are generated by transforming the a priori ensemble perturbations to a set of vectors that can represent the a posteriori error covariance matrix. Therefore, the a posteriori analysis is rendered to the subspace of the ensembles. Since there is an infinite set of a posteriori perturbations that can be used to represent the a posteriori error covariance matrix, numerous methods can be applied as shown in [10] . An iterative extension to the EnKF has been developed in [11] to improve the estimation capabilities of the filter in case the relationship between measurements and system states is nonlinear.
Inspired by the local EnKF method that is proposed in [12] , in which the idea of covariance localization is introduced, we take advantage of this covariance definition to reduce the dimension of the covariance matrix in our estimation scheme. We develop a TTS-EnKF in the "dominant" state space (i.e., the slow state) that results in a reduced ensemble size.
Subsequently, a correction is incorporated in the estimated slow states by taking into account the effects of the fast system states.
To summarize, the main contributions of this brief can be stated as follows.
1) A novel TTS filtering methodology based on EnKF is developed, for the first time in the literature, for the state estimation of nonlinear singularly perturbed (NSP) systems. 2) A novel TTS filtering methodology based on EnKF is developed, for the first time in the literature, for predicting the system health indicators condition. 3) A novel TTS modeling strategy is proposed for representing the degradation and gradual damage phenomena in mechanical industrial control systems based on the singular perturbation theory, and which is subsequently utilized for developing our strategies for both estimation and prediction problems. Furthermore, extensive simulation studies are conducted to compare and evaluate the performance and accuracy of our proposed estimation and prediction methodologies. We have implemented both the exact EnKF and TTS-EnKF and compared their results with the well-known nonlinear particle filters (PF) method. The results are applied to a gas turbine engine that is affected by the degradation damage due to the erosion phenomenon.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider an NSP time-invariant system that is governed by
where x 1 (t) ∈ R n s and x 2 (t) ∈ R n f denote the slow and fast states, respectively, with x 1 (t 0 ) = x 1 (0) and x 2 (t 0 ) = x 2 (0). The output is denoted by y(t) ∈ R n y , and the parameter 0 < 1 is sufficiently small and characterizes the TTS separation of the system as → 0 + . For some > 0, the func-
R n y are nonlinear and continuous. The initial conditions x 1 (0), and x 2 (0) are assumed to be deterministic [13] and the noise inputs ω 1 (t), ω 2 (t), and ν(t) are zero-mean uncorrelated noise processes with variances Q 1 (t), Q 2 (t), and R(t), respectively.
The dynamical system is utilized to capture the TTS property of the physical system. One of the recent interesting applications of such modeling strategy is in damage modeling of mechanical systems as suggested in [2] . The main reason for using the singular perturbation technique for representing the damage mechanism in physical systems is motivated by the slow dynamics (i.e., the slow changes) of the damage mechanism [x 1 (t) in (1)] as compared to the other main physical component dynamics that are changing relatively faster [x 2 (t) in (1)]. Therefore, we utilize the model to represent the effects of the degradation damage on the health parameters of the system.
The model can be utilized to develop a unified framework for health monitoring of nonlinear systems that are affected by the degradation damage. Toward this end, the slowly time-varying health parameters of the system (which are affected by the degradation) as system slow states are augmented with the system fast states. More details regarding this formulation are provided in Section VI-A.
III. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
For the system , it is assumed as follows [13] . Assumption 1: For each ≥ 0, f 1 (0, 0, ) = 0, f 2 (0, 0, ) = 0, g 1 (0, 0, ) = 0, and g 2 (0, 0, ) = 0.
Assumption 2:
The second assumption leads to the so-called reduced-order model (slow dynamics) that corresponds to by setting = 0 and x 2 (t) = ψ(x 1 (t), 0) in (1) as follows:
We now define a new fast time-scale as τ = ((t − t 0 )/) [14] , [7] for any t 0 > 0, so that the new states
, and the noise processes w 1 (τ ) = ω 1 (t 0 + τ ) and w 2 (τ ) = ω 2 (t 0 + τ ) are obtained. The state-space representation of in terms of the new variables takes the form
By setting = 0 in (3), one gets (dx 1 f (τ )/dτ) = 0, which results in
. Therefore, the so-called boundary-layer system is obtained according to
where x 1 (t 0 ) is considered as a constant parameter.
Determining an exact solution to ψ(x 1 (t), ) requires solving the following PDE
, which is quite challenging in general. However, by using the Gröbner formula, the solution to ψ(x 1 (t), ) can be locally computed as proposed in [15] or by using the concept of the integral manifolds as in [16] . Therefore, we consider a series expansion [7] , [14] , [16] of ψ(·) with respect to as follows:
By substituting ψ(·) for x 2 (t) in (1) and given Assumption 2, the so-called zeroth-order slow model is obtained [16] aṡ
which describes the approximate slow dynamics of . The solution to x 1 (t) from (6) can be denoted by x 1 s (t). The discrepancy between the response of the zeroth-order slow model (6) at = 0 and that of the full-order model is represented by the fast dynamics. Furthermore, one can assume that in the time interval t ∈ [t 0 , T ] over which x 1 s (t) exists, the following approximation is satisfied:
The second term in (5) can now be used to specify and define the so-called first-order slow dynamics [16] according tȯ
This process can be extended to higher order corrected slow dynamic models, provided that more accurate slow dynamics models are required. However, in this brief, without loss of generality, only derivations up to O( 2 ) are conducted.
To describe the dynamics associated with x 2 (t), as stated earlier, it is convenient to first define a fast time-scale τ = (t − t 0 /) [7] , [14] , where τ = 0 at t = t 0 implies that η(τ ) =
where η(0) = x 2 (0)−ψ 0 (x 1 (0)). The solution to η(τ ) from the above-mentioned initial value problem is used as a boundary layer correction to the x 2 (t) approximation as follows:
In order for (10) to converge to the slow approximation of
In what follows, the sampled data representation of the nonlinear system is described according to [17] , which is essential for the development of our TTS-EnKF estimation and prediction methods.
A. Sampled-Data Nonlinear Singularly Perturbed Systems
In this section, we introduce the sampled data representation of the NSP system, which is essential for developing our EnKF-based scheme through an exact state estimation approach. In the exact EnKF approach, to address the estimation of fast and slow states of the NSP system, the estimation is performed without using the slow and fast states decomposition and decoupling. It should also be noted that the EnKF method is only applicable to discrete-time systems [4] , and this is the main reason that the EnKF is not developed for the continuous-time NSP system (1).
Consider the continuous-time NSP system that is governed by . Assume that ι denotes a sampling period where the following conditions are satisfied, namely, ω i (t) := ω i k , kι ≤ t < (k + 1)ι, i = 1, 2, and ν(t) := ν k , kι ≤ t < (k + 1)ι. The discrete-time representation of is approximated as in [17] using the following definition.
Definition 2: Assume that the fixed sampling period ι is sufficiently close to , such that one can express ι as ι = α, where α is a real number close to 1. The fast sampled-data model is now given by D :
where the error due to higher order approximations of the system dynamics is also incorporated in the O( 2 ) term in
The discrete-time model D is utilized in the remainder of this brief for the design of state estimation and prediction schemes that are based on the exact EnKF approach [9] .
IV. TWO-TIME SCALE ENSEMBLE KALMAN FILTER FOR STATE ESTIMATION
Our proposed TTS-EnKF strategy for the state estimation of the NSP system is based on the decomposition of the fast and slow dynamics of the system according to Section III.
A. Slow-State EnKF Estimation
Recall, the reduced-order slow dynamics is approximated bẏ
For designing the EnKF corresponding to the above slow system, its dynamics is first discretized to
The slow states of the system are estimated by our proposed slow filter through two main steps, namely, the time update and the measurement update steps as follows.
1) Time Update of the Slow Filter: Time update step is achieved through the following procedure.
1) A priori state ensemble members are generated bŷ x (i)
denotes the i th ensemble member of the slow state in the previous time step, ψ 0 (x (i) 1 k−1|k−1 ) denotes the i th ensemble member of the approximated fast state that is obtained from the reduced-order model. 2) A priori ensemble perturbation is generated from
3) A priori error covariances are computed fromX 1 k|k
where the covarianceP s 1 k|k−1 corresponds to the first n s largest eigenvalues of the exact covariance matrix P 1 k|k−1 , for which the fast eigenvalues of P k|k−1 that satisfy (λ
2) Measurement Update of the Slow Filter: For the measurement update step, as the observations become available at the time instant k, the a posteriori estimates of the first n s slow states are obtained. In this step, the output equation in D is replaced by its series expansion with respect to after substituting x 1 k and x 2 k withx (i)
respectively. Therefore, the zeroth-order output ensembles are computed according tô
Following the above-mentioned two steps, the measurement ensemble perturbation matrix is obtained from
where δŷ
Furthermore, the a posteriori ensemble members corresponding to slow states and their most probable a posteriori estimates are obtained from the slow filter dynamics according tox
k|k−1 andǨ s k ∈ R n s ×n y denote the Kalman gain of the slow filter. In order to select the slow filter Kalman gain, the a posteriori slow filter error covariance is defined according to the following definition. T k|k−1 , respectively. Furthermore, the a posteriori estimation error is defined asx 1 k|k = x 1 k −x 1 k|k , so that the slow filter a posteriori error covariance matrix can be expressed asP s
Associated with the EnKF, this is now approximated byP s k|k =X 1 k|kX T 1 k|k , whereX 1 k|k corresponds to the ensemble perturbation matrix that is generated from the a posteriori estimation of the ensemble members.
Consequently, the following lemma, which is inspired from [18] , is utilized to obtain and select the Kalman gains corresponding to the slow filter.
Lemma 1: Consider the cost function defined as
where W k denotes a positive definite matrix,x 1 k|k denotes the a posteriori estimation error, andP s k|k denotes the a posteriori error covariance matrix corresponding to the slow system dynamics. The Kalman gaiň K s k that minimizes the cost function is obtained asǨ s k = P xy k|k−1 (P
Proof: The details are provided in the extended version of this brief in [19] , and are, therefore, not included here.
To summarize, the three main steps that are required in the measurement update of the slow states are specified as follows.
1) Measurement ensemble members and ensemble perturbation matrices are obtained according to (15) . 2) The Kalman gains are selected as per Lemma 1.
3) A posteriori state estimations are obtained from (17) .
B. Fast-State EnKF Estimation
In the next step of the estimation scheme, the fast states are updated by assuming that the slow states are considered to be constant at their initial values at k − 1, i.e.,x k−1|k−1 for the time interval [k − 1, k). Next, the same approach that is based on the EnKF is applied to obtain approximations to the NSP fast system states.
To design our fast filter, we first set = 0 in (3) to obtain
Consequently, (18) is now used in the design of the EnKF as
The fast state estimation filter is also developed by using the two main steps, namely, the time update and the measurement update. The details are not included and can be found in [19] .
C. Error Analysis of the TTS-EnKF Algorithm
Convergence of a conventional EnKF to the classical Kalman filter and, consequently, to the optimal estimation of the system states for a linear problem has been addressed in [20] . However, for a nonlinear problem, the convergence of EnKF to the optimal solution is not guaranteed. Therefore, for our proposed TTS-EnKF approach, the boundedness of the estimated fast and slow states is analyzed under certain conditions. Moreover, the error due to the decomposition of the full-order dynamics into slow and fast is also analyzed. The following theorem guarantees the boundedness of the TTS-EnKF scheme a posteriori estimation error by assuming the boundedness of the original full-order system state and output equations.
Theorem 1: Consider the discrete-time NSP system (11) . Let the state estimation problem be accomplished by utilizing the TTS-EnKF strategy through the a posteriori ensemble members updates according to equation (17) for the slow states and similar expression for the fast states (refer to [19] ). Then, there exist parameters c 1 (k, p, ε) and c 2 (k, p, ε) for all k and all p ∈ [1, ∞) such that x (i) 1 k|k p ≤ c 1 (k, p, ε) and
One can also investigate the boundedness of the estimation error based on the error analysis that is associated with the a posteriori state estimation and the one that is obtained from the reduced-order system model. If one substitutes x 2 k−1 in D with ψ 0 (x 1 k−1 ), the reduced-order slow model for estimating x s 1 k is obtained, where according to Lemma 1 and equation (7), x 1 k = x s 1 k + O(). In our developed TTS-EnKF filter, x s 1 k is estimated. Therefore, the estimation error is represented by e s 1 k = x s 1 k −x 1 k|k , where e s 1 k denotes the slow filter estimation error.
In Section V, our developed TTS-EnKF filters will be developed for solving the long-term prediction of the system states/health parameters in accomplishing the objectives of the condition health monitoring problem.
V. PREDICTION SCHEME BASED ON TWO-TIME SCALE ENKF
In this section, our previously developed TTS-EnKF scheme is utilized for performing a long-term prediction of the nonlinear system slowly time-varying health parameters as well as its fast states. This problem is generally considered as a second module in the development of an integrated framework for health monitoring of complex engineering systems [21] .
A. Prediction Framework Based on Two-Time Scale EnKF
The main challenge in the prediction problem is that the prediction errors increase as the prediction horizon is extended. This problem is directly related to the lack of availability of actual observations after the time instant k. In other words, information on actual observations cannot be used for reducing the resulting error covariances in the a posteriori state estimation process.
Our proposed prediction scheme consists of two filters, namely, the slow and fast for updating the health parameters as well as the system states, respectively. Next, our proposed prediction strategy that is based on the TTS EnKF scheme is described as follows.
B. Prediction of the Slow States
Our proposed prediction strategy is developed and implemented through two main steps (similar to the estimation scheme), namely, the time update and the measurement update steps (based on the available measurements).
1) Time Update of the Slow Filter:
The state of this filter is defined as x s 1 k . The ensemble members are generated by using the following expression for an l > 1 step-ahead prediction (19) where i = 1, . . . , N, the superscript (−) refers to the predicted state in the previous time step before performing the covariance correction in the measurement update step, and the superscript (+) refers to the approximated state after performing the measurement update.
The most probable states and their corresponding ensemble perturbations are generated according tox
2) Measurement Update of the Slow Filter: For measurement update, as stated earlier due to the absence of observations, one requires to apply an alternative approach to reduce the prediction error for this step. Specifically, we propose to utilize the following approximation for the l-step ahead prediction of the observation vector, namely,
where y s k+l denotes the predicted observations of the slow filter. Consequently, the approximated observation vector according to (20) is utilized in the slow filter for predicting the system slow states.
To summarize, the prediction scheme for the slow filter is performed according to the following steps.
1) The output perturbation matrix is computed 3) The prediction of the a posteriori state ensemble members is computed fromx (i)
The most probable a posteriori state estimate is computed fromx +
C. Prediction of the Fast States
Our proposed prediction scheme for this filter is also developed and implemented through two main steps, namely, the time update and the measurement update steps where the ensemble perturbation update is also performed in the second step. The details are not included here and can be found in [19] .
The next theorem, which follows along the lines of Theorem 1 results, provides bounds on the state estimation of the TTS-EnKF as a function of the l-step ahead prediction horizon.
Theorem 2: Let the results in Theorem 1 hold. The l-step ahead prediction errors of the system slow and fast states given by (11) and that utilize the TTS-EnKF scheme, remain bounded with an error of the order of (l + 2)O() forx + 1 k+l|k and of the order
The results from Theorem 2 show that although the l-step ahead prediction of the system states remain bounded for a bounded l, however, the prediction horizon is extended the errors due to the approximation of the exact system into slow and fast subsystems cause additional errors in the resulting predictions. Therefore, the prediction horizon should be chosen carefully such that ignoring the slow-fast decomposition uncertainties in the developed TTS-EnKF scheme cannot become significant. In Section VI, our developed TTS-EnKF estimation/prediction strategies are applied to track the erosion degradation phenomenon and its corresponding propagation prediction for a long-term horizon interval in an application involving a gas turbine engine system.
VI. DEVELOPMENT OF A HEALTH MONITORING AND PROGNOSIS METHODOLOGY FOR A GAS TURBINE ENGINE
The considered application for our proposed TTS EnKF method for health monitoring and prognosis of a gas turbine engine is presented in this section. The approach can be used for failure prognosis of the gas turbine engine when the system is assumed to be affected by health degradation phenomena. As demonstrated subsequently, our proposed prediction scheme is capable of tracking the system health parameters that enjoy a slow time-scale dynamics in comparison with the other engine state dynamics that enjoy a fast time-scale behavior. Moreover, the performance of our proposed TTS EnKF method is evaluated and investigated under a general degradation scenario in the turbine component due to the erosion phenomenon.
A. Overall Model Overview
For the class of nonlinear systems that are investigated here (the gas turbine engine), the health parameters of the system are denoted by θ and are considered to be smooth functions of the system states (fast states) and time, i.e., θ(x, t). The effects of degradation are modeled by a multiplicative time-varying vector function, k(t, ), that is known as the fault vector, where 0 < 1, is sufficiently small. In other words, the health parameter is represented by
where θ 1 (x(t)) is a smooth function of x(t). The function k(t, ) ∈ C 2 has an asymptotic power series expansion in terms of [a function f () has an asymptotic power series expansion if as → 0, f () ≈ ∞ j =0 f j j ] [6], i.e., for k(t, ) and its first time derivative, we have k(t, ) = k 0 (t, 0) + (∂/∂)k(t, 0) + O( 2 ), k 0 (t, 0) = 0, andk(t, ) = k 0 (t, 0) + (∂/∂)k(t, 0) + O( 2 ),k 0 (t, 0) = 0, wherė k = (∂/∂t)k(t, ). Hence, the health parameter dynamics that are to be augmented with the system states are now given bẏ
The mathematical model of the gas turbine engine that is used in this brief is a single-spool jet engine that was developed in [22] and presented in [23] . The four engine states are the combustion chamber pressure and temperature, P CC and T CC , respectively, the spool speed S, and the nozzle outlet pressure P NLT . The continuous-time model is given as follows:
The five gas turbine measured outputs are considered to be the compressor temperature (y 1 ), the combustion chamber pressure (y 2 ), the spool speed (y 3 ), the nozzle outlet pressure (y 4 ), and the turbine temperature (y 5 ), namely,
By augmenting the turbine health parameters to the system state equations, we
The physical significance of all the above-mentioned model parameters is not provided here due to space limitations and can be found in [22] . The functions k 1 (·) and k 2 (·) model manifestations in the turbine health parameters due to erosion and are considered as polynomial functions with the asymptotic series expansion of . These functions are chosen as k 1 (t, ) = 1 − t and k 2 (t, ) = 1 + 0.5t, in order to represent the erosion degradation as a linear degradation model [24] .
The overall gas turbine engine state equations with the turbine health parameters in the TTS framework is obtained by assuming that τ = t, so that the system model (23) can be expressed as the fast subsystem and the turbine health parameters are expressed as the slow subsystem by
The reduced-order slow model is obtained by setting = 0 in the fast subsystem representation of (23) and by substituting P NLT from y 5 to yield the algebraic equations as shown at the bottom of the next page. The functions η T (S, β) and m T (S, P CC ) are obtained as polynomial functions by utilizing curve fitting from the turbine performance maps as utilized in [22] . To discretize the above-mentioned continuous-time model, a sampling period of T s = 1 msec (ι = 0.001) is utilized.
B. Simulation Scenarios
In the simulation scenarios considered, the engine is assumed to be subjected to degradation damage due to the turbine erosion. This causes a gradual drift in the system health parameters, and as a result in the system states. A slowly varying linear degradation model that is utilized for the turbine health parameters during 500 cycles of flight operation causes a 3% drop in the turbine efficiency and 1.5% increase in its mass flow capacity. The time-scale separation parameter is selected as 0.005 to provide this degradation rate in the turbine.
C. Erosion Estimation Results
Our proposed and developed TTS filtering methodology introduced in Sections IV and V is now utilized for estimating the gas turbine states as well as the turbine health parameters (as represented by the augmented slow states to the gas turbine fast states equations). The results of our proposed TTS-EnKF estimation scheme corresponding to the percent of the mean absolute error (MAE%) within an estimation window of 5 s for different numbers of ensemble members are presented in Table I . The errors that are obtained from our method are now compared with the ones that are obtained by using the "exact" EnKF (i.e., when no slow-fast decomposition of the overall states of the system is performed) when the same number of ensembles is utilized. The MAE% results are provided in Table II . It should be pointed out that the "exact" EnKF does not converge, due to numerical ill-conditioning, when the number of ensembles is less than 20 (N/C in Table II denotes Not Convergent). A comparison between the TTS-EnKF and the exact EnKF estimation results shows that although the exact method is not capable of performing the system state estimation for lower number of ensembles, the TTS-EnKF approach is still capable of performing the estimation objective with a fewer number of ensembles and, consequently, it can yield a less computationally costly implementation strategy.
The results provided in Table I indicate that by increasing the number of ensembles to more than N = 100 does not necessarily result in a more accurate estimation performance. The best estimation results are achieved for 100 ensembles with the maximum MAE% of 0.95% for the nozzle pressure. However, due to series approximations that we have made to obtain the algebraic equations as described in Section VI-A for the turbine health parameters, in this specific scenario with = 0.005, in almost all cases, the exact EnKF results in a lower MAE%.
To illustrate the effects of on the performance of both exact EnKF and TTS-EnKF methods, the degradation scenario is repeated with different values of with N = 100. These results are provided in Tables III and IV. A summary of these results shows that the estimation accuracy of the TTS-EnKF is not affected by , whereas the exact EnKF estimation accuracy is highly dependent on where for ≤ 0.001 the algorithm becomes ill-conditioned and cannot converge.
D. Erosion Prediction Results
In this case study scenario, our prediction strategy that was developed based on the TTS EnKF method is utilized for predicting the propagation of the system states (fast states) and the turbine health parameters (slow states) when the degradation due to erosion has affected the system during its entire operating horizon (i.e., 500 cycles of flight).
For the prediction case study, N = 100 is selected for both TTS-EnKF and exact EnKF schemes. Our prediction case study also includes comparisons with the classical particle filter-based prediction method [25] by using 100 particles in order to evaluate the performance capabilities as well as the execution times of all the three methods (as a measure of the computational complexity). The results are provided in Tables V-VII. The prediction horizon is first considered as 100 steps ahead and then extended to 500 steps-ahead, and the MAE% results for the first and last prediction windows are provided in Tables V and VI, respectively. From these results, one can conclude that the PF-based prediction algorithm with 100 particles does not show an acceptable prediction performance.
The graphical and time evolution representation of the prediction results for both the states and outputs are depicted Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. The results show that beyond the 100 steps-ahead prediction horizon, the MAE% increases drastically corresponding to both states and outputs predictions. On the other hand, as the prediction horizon is extended, the MAE% also increases corresponding to the prediction results associated with both exact EnKF and TTS-EnKF approaches. However, the TTS-EnKF scheme yields more robust, and accurate prediction results as compared to the exact EnKF method. For example, the maximum 100 stepsahead MAE% for θ η T prediction using the TTS-EnKF method is 0.34%, whereas it is around 0.42% for the exact EnKF. We emphasize again that for this specific scenario with = 0.005, the exact EnKF method does not converge. Finally, the execution times associated with one iteration of each scheme is provided in Table VII . The results show a large difference between the PF-based execution time and that of the EnKF-based approaches.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this brief, first, a novel TTS methodology is developed and designed for a nonlinear system based on an EnKF to estimate the fast and slow states. Following our developed estimation scheme, a TTS prediction methodology is proposed to predict the long-term behavior of the system states. One of the main applications of our proposed estimation and prediction strategies is in investigating the health monitoring and damage tracking problem of nonlinear systems. Therefore, our proposed methodologies are then applied to a gas turbine engine to illustrate and validate our results when the engine is affected by a gradual degradation damage due to erosion in its turbine section. Our results are also compared with exact EnKF as well as particle filters (PF) approaches to demonstrate the superior advantages and capabilities of our schemes over these techniques. Our future work will involve application of our results to a real experimental gas turbine engine as well as to a TTS time-delay system.
